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Date:

4056065965-2166-19512-143-79
07/30/2010 07:06 PM

subject:

Re: oil budget and plume team

Hi all. I was on the call as well today. If we had the videos from
after the new stacking cap was installed and before the valves were
closed, that would be the best flow configuration so far. If the
videos were of lower quality, I can live with that. We may be able to
play some tricks like one of the DOE teams where we compare flow
measurements at different valve settings or when part of the oil is
being produced to the fully open case. Let's see what BP has in the
way of videos and move forward from there.

Steve wereley, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Birck Nanotechnology Center, Room 2019, 1205 West State Street
Purdue university
West Lafayette, IN 47907
phone: 765/494-5624, fax: 765/494-0539
web page:

http://engineering.purdue.edu/-wereley

On Jul 30, 2010, at 6:36 PM, "Bill Lehr" <Bill.Lehr@noaa.gov> wrote:

> BASED UPON PHONE CONFERENCE WITH DOE TODAY
>

> Marcia
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>
> The oil budget calculator is very simple, really a much scaled down
> version of our
>

normal oil weathering model. personally

I

think if

DOE

> wants to use a time varying 63K to 53K estimate for the source, it
> won't
> affect the

oil budget results that much.

>
> However, for the plume team and for final spill total volume
> estimates,
> it would be useful to estimate flow out the top of the cap right
> before
> shutoff, even if the video is not the best. How does the rest of the
> team feel?
>
> Bill
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